Minimal realisations of OMA-based FZs: The proposed circuits are
shown in Fig. 2 and like the circuits of [I], realise an FI of value
.Z-2 = Z , Z 2 / Z 3 without requiring any passive component matching conditions. Changing the connections a,-b,, arbz to a,-b,, a,
b, facilitates the realisation of negative FIs from the same circuits.
A variety of single-resistance-tunable floating elements (such as
ideal floating inductance, ideal resistively-variable floating capacitance, ideal floating FDNR etc.) are realisable by appropriate
choice (resistive/capacitive) of impedances Z , , Z , and Z,. Thus,
the structures proposed here possess all the properties of their
predecessors [l] (quoted above), while requiring only three OMA(-)s
as opposed to four OMA(-)s in the structures of [l].
From the considerations of [14--16], it follows that the FI configurations of the intended type (i.e. various kinds of FIs in lossless forms, without requiring any component matching and using
only three passive components) cannot be realised with less than
three nullors (OFNOMA(-)). Consequently, the new circuits of
Fig. 2 are minimal in that they require not only a minimum
number of passive components but also a minimum number of
OMAs.
Hardware reduction: It is interesting to note that in the structures
of Fig. 2, OMA(-)s A, and A2 can be replaced by OMA(+)s without affecting the realised FI value. This results in a saving (see
note 1) of four CMs over the entirely OMA(-) based versions
requiring 12 CMs.
Comparison with previously published CC-based Fls: In the structures discussed here, OMA(-) and OMA(+) are essentially configured as current conveyors (CCs) (CCII- and CCII+, respectively),
and therefore the proposed configuration can also be implemented
by integrated CCs, many varieties of which are now commercially
available such as PA630 [4], ADS44 [5] and LTP CCIIOl [6]. On
studying the three-CC-based FI simulation networks already published in earlier literature [7-131 we observed that out of the circuits of Fig. 2a4,only the CC version of the circuit of Fig. 2c was
known previously [lo]; the remainder are all believed to be completely new. Moreover, the feasibility of realising positive as well
as negative FIs from the same circuits is not mentioned in the
earlier works [7-131.
Conclusion: Although additional circuits of the type presented here
are possible employing the opamps inside the OMAs configured in
infinite gain mode (note that in such cases OMAs would no longer
be equivalent to CCs) by invoking various network transformations following the methodology of [l], we have presented here
only those structures in which the opamps in the OMAs are connected as unity gain amplifiers because such structures are generally found to be superior to other alternatives from the point of
view of practical considerations of stability and operational frequency range.
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by the authors into the ‘synthesis of floating immittance structures
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Adaptive importance sampling for fading
channels
W. Zhuang

Indexing rerms: Fding, Mobile radio systems, Monte
methods

Carlo

The authors present an adaptive importance sampling (AIS)
technique for estimating the bit error rate of a digital
communications system over a correlated Rayleigh fading
channel. The technique reduces the computer simulation time
significantly and Simplifies the procedure of choosing an
optimally-biased density function of the channel fading process.
Introduction: Computer simulation is an essential tool for accessing the hit error rate (BER) performance of a digital communications system. Over a correlated fading channel, the confidence
interval of the BER estimate depends not only on the number of
error events but also on the number of fading cycles which the system experienced. In the case of high received signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio, the number of fading cycles is a dominant factor.
For a very slowly fading channel, each fading cycle corresponds to
a large number of transmitted data bits, only a very small portion
of which will result in error events. Therefore, importance sampling (IS) techniques are necessary to reduce computer simulation
time. The trial and error method and others are often used to
select the biased probability densities, which are far from optimal.
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Recently adaptive importance sampling (AIS) has been investigated for BER estimation over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel [I]. This Letter presents an AIS technique for a
Rayleigh fading channel. An adaptive algorithm is given that can
be used to search for optimally biased probability densities during
the course of IS simulation. The AIS technique iteratively adapts
the biased probability densities to be optimal, and considerably
reduces the computer simulation time.
modulator

pendent samples, all the independent fading samples causing error
events in the previous sub-simulations should be used to bias the
IS density for the next sub-simulation. A new recursive algorithm
is given here to estimate p:

(5)

demodulator

tranVsmltter
Fig. 1 Functional block diagram of system

-xzri&

System description and importance sampling: A simplified system
functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The fading channel
corrupts the signalling waveform s(t) by introducing a Rayleigh
distributed multiplicative envelope distortion y(t) and a carrier
phase disturbance q(t) uniformly distributed over [O, 2x1. The
received signal r(t) is also degraded by AWGN n(t). The system
BER performance depends on s(t), y(t)e+Vt') and n(t). The PDF of
y(t) is

where p, and m, are the numbers of independent samples in the ith
sub-simulation, and up to the ith sub-simulation, respectively, yt
is the kth independent sample in the ith sub-simulation, all these
fading samples causing error events; wc(.)is the weighting density
of the ith sub-simulation. The estimate of p after the Ith sub-simulation can be derived as
I

which is a weakly consistent estimator of p. The updated biased
density function f:(y)
for the next sub-simulation is achieved
with 6:2 = (l/2)p,.
Table 1: Sample size and improvement ratio

MC

Sample size
IS

5 . 0 ~105

1.ox 104

5 . 0 ~105
5.0 x 105
5.0 105
5 . o ~105

1 . 0 ~104

AIS

Improvement ratio
IS
AIS

dB

10
15
20
With IS, the simulation process for each BER value is divided into
a number of short sub-simulations. The fading process r*is correlated according to eqn. 1.3-7 in [2] in each sub-simulation, but
uncorrelated for different sub-simulations. As a result, the system
can go through all the statistical statuses of the channel fading in
a shorter period compared with that of a single long simulation.
Each sub-simulation is long enough to take into account the system memory, so that the BER estimate is not affected by the simulation division. The optimally biased variance o : ~is the value
which minimises the variance of the estimation error (a,'). Because
U,' is a function of p , to be estimated, the optimal 07' cannot be
obtained directly by minimising U,'. In the following, an adaptive
recursive algorithm is presented to obtain the optimal U:' during
the course of simulation.

(7)

~ % ( % k ) l
%=1k = l

SNRmit
If the same form of the PDF is desired, then the weighting function w(y) with a modified parameter U,! is

PI

bl = ?'r"/[(l/mf)~

25
30
35

5 . 0 ~105

40
45

~

1.Ox106

IO6
1.5~

3.0~
103
3 . 0 103
~
1.ox104 3.0 103
1.OxlW 3.0 103
3.0~
1.ox IW
103
1 . o x I04
3 . 0 103
~
1.2x104 3 . 0 ~
103
~
1.4~104 3 . 0 103

50
50
50
50
50
50
83
107

167
167
167
167
167
167
333
500

t

lo-'{

Adaptive algorithm for weightingfunction: During each sub-simulation, pe is estimated; when error events O C C U
the
T ,samples of the
channel fading are noted, which are distributed according to the
unknown optimal IS density. These fading samples are used to
estimate the optimal U?which is then used to generate channel
fading samples for the next sub-simulation. With AIS the estimation of the optimal weighting function is performed at the same
time as the estimation of pe, and is then used in the next sub-simulation. From eqn. 1,
25
30
SNRlbit dB
Fig. 2 EER performance of differential QPSK
10

can be obtained from the
therefore, an estimate of the biased o,?~
expectation of the fading samples which cause error events, which
is

15

20

35

40

45

(9t0111

- theoretical analysis

+ MC simulation
o IS simulation

x AIS simulation

where E is the set of y which corresponds to an error event, p: is
the probability of error and 7 = P[y2w(y)k E E] is the mean
when f(y) is used. Because the white Gaussian noise samples are
..
1.i.d. random variables, and the channel fading samples are correlated in each sub-simulation, the adaptive algorithms [l] developed
for the optimal biased PDF of the Gaussian noise are not directly
applicable to correlated channel fading. Only the independent
samples should be used for estimating 7 2 in order to reduce the
variance of the estimation error, which may be a very small
number in each sub-simulation. To increase the size of the inde-
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Example: Differential QPSK: Fig. 2 shows the BER performance
of differential QPSK based on theoretical analysis, Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation, IS simulation (with a biased PDF of the channel
fading process with 0:' = 0.10; obtained by trial and error), and
AIS simulation. A channel fading rate of lo4 is selected. Fig. 3
shows the convergence of the estimated optimal 0:' for the (SNW
bit) values ranging from lOdB to 45dB. Table 1 gives the data
sample sue and the improvement ratio of the computer simulations. The sample sizes are necessary for achieving the BER estimates with a 90% confidence interval of (BER = 0.5, EER = 2.0).
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SNR/bit =lodB

20
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.

45
I

The IS smulation reduces the data sample sizes by at least SO
times compared with those of MC simulations, however it is burdened by the necessity of choosing correct a y values. The AIS
further reduces both data sample size by at least 167 times and
computer time for searching the optimal densities. The improvement ratio increases as the value of (SNlUbit) increases. The
advantage of AIS simulation over simple IS simulation is clearly
observed from the simulation results.
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Exact fluid-flow analysis of single on/off
source feeding an ATM buffer

source rather than multiple sources (see [IS]). Such analysis is recognised as an approximation to the actual queueing operation
because cell-scale congestion is not modelled [2,4]. However, there
is another approximation inherent in this model: cells are discrete
units which do not exist in fractional quantities, and this does
make a difference to the actual queue operation and to the cell
loss results.
In this Letter we use a rate based model, analogous to standard
fluid-flow analysis, but one which considers changes to the queue
size in discrete steps rather than approximating them as continuously variable. This was achieved by using balance equations,
rather than with partial differential equations which treat the
queue size as a continuum. A key feature of this approach is its
mathematical elegance; the state probabilities were found to be a
geometric progression giving a closed form solution for the cell
loss probability. Results comparing both analytical approaches
with cell-scale analysis (in the limited case where this is possible)
clearly show the accuracy of our method.
The design of CAC algorithms is a tradeoff between methods
that are simple and fast but inaccurate, and those that are complicated and slow but accurate. This analysis supplies, for bandwidth
management schemes based on the concept of equivalent capacity,
a fundamental component that combines the best of both: it is
simple, fast and accurate.
System model: The analysis considers queueing at the ‘burst level’.
We define R to be the actual cell arrival rate, C the actual cell
transmission rate, E[ON time] the expected on time for the source,
and E[OFF time] the expected off time for the source. If the source
is in the OFF state and the buffer is empty, then it remains empty;
if the buffer is not empty, then it empties at a constant rate C. If
the source is in the ON state and the buffer is not full, then it fills
at a constant rate R-C; if the buffer is full, then cells are lost at a
constant rate R-C.
As is normal with such source models, we assume that the
sojourn time in each state is memoryless; the OFF period lasts for
a geometrically distributed number of timeslots and the ON period
lasts for a geometrically distributed number of ‘burst-level’ arrivals
(i.e. where the arrival rate is considered to be the excess rate R--C).
Once the source has entered the OFF state. it will stay there for
at least one time slot; after each time slot in the OFF state the
source remains in the OFF state with a probability ‘s’.Once the
source has entered the ON state, it will generate at least one
‘excess-rate’ arrival. After each one of these arrivals the source
generates another ‘excess-rate’ arrival with a probability ‘a’.
Because the ON and OFF periods are geometrically distributed,
we have
E[immber of ‘excess-rate’ arrivals in an ON period]

= l/(l-a)

J. Schormans, J. Pitts and L. Cuthbert

E[number of time slots in an OFF period] = l / ( l - s )
Now
E[immber of ‘excess-rate‘ arrivals in an ON period]
= E[ON time](R-C)

Indexing terms: Asjachronous transfer mode. Queueing theory

A formula is developed to calculate the cell loss probability for an
ATM buffer fed by a single ONiOFF source. This fluid-flow
method uses balance equations to give a geometric progression for
the state probabilities. Results show better accuracy than fluidflow analysis based on differential equations. This cell loss
formula can he applied as a more accurate component in
connection admission control and bandwidth management
algorithms for ATM networks.
Introduction: The analysis of a single on/off source feeding a finite
queue with a deterministic server is an essential component in the
design of connection admission control (CAC) algorithms based
on the concept of equivalent capacity [I]. This concept defines a
bandwidth value, between the mean and peak rates of a variable
bit-rate source, as the amount to be allocated to satisfy performance requirements such as the maximum permitted cell loss probability. The key feature of this analysis is that it deals
fundamentally with rates. When the source rate exceeds the
queue’s service rate, the queue begins to fill and ultimately, for a
finite queue, it overflows. This is called burst-scale congestion [2].
In the literature, this is analysed using fluid-flow techniques
based on those of Anick et al. [3] and Tucker [4] but for a single
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so

a = l-l/(E[ON time](R-C))
Also

E[number of time slots in an OFF period]
= E[OFF time]C
so
s = l-l/(E[OFF

time]C)

Queueing analysis: We define N as the buffer capacity, CLP as the
exact cell loss probability and p[k] = p[an ‘excess-rate’ cell finds k
cells in the queue on arrival]. For the level between states N-l and
N. equating probabilities gives

a.p[N - 11 = p[Jv](1-a)
where the left hand side is the probability of crossing up (i.e.
arrival i sees N-I, arrival i+l sees N) and the right hand side is the
probability of crossing down (i.e. arrival i sees N and is lost,
arrival i+l sees N-1 or fewer). Therefore
a.p[.V-l] = p[N](l-a)
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